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Abstract 
The aim of this work is to simulate the internal flow of a Diesel injector during an entire pilot injection 
event. In common rail systems a small quantity of fuel can be injected before the main injection is 
started. This increases the temperature in the combustion chamber and improves the combustion, 
leading to higher engine efficiency and reduced emissions. The internal nozzle flow during this short 
event is highly dynamic and vapor cavities may appear at the end of the injection. In order to study the 
flow characteristics, a numerical methodology based on the Eulerian multi-fluid approach is adopted. 
The filtered Navier-Stokes equations are discretized with the finite volume method and then solved 
with an implicit pressure-based solver. The flow field is modelled considering single pressure and 
velocity fields. The Coherent Structure Model is used to derive the eddy viscosity applied to the Large 
Eddy Simulation approach. The liquid evaporation rate is evaluated with a cavitation model based on 
the Rayleigh-Plesset equation for a single bubble. Even though thermodynamic equilibrium is not 
satisfied a priori, the main parameter is adjusted in order to limit the thermodynamic states to be in a 
range close to the equilibrium conditions. The liquid compressibility is modelled with a linear 
correlation between pressure and density variations. The needle longitudinal movement obtained from 
the experiments is applied to the simulation. The adopted geometry is the Spray A case defined by the 
Engine Combustion Network. It is an asymmetric single hole Diesel injector that has been extensively 
studied in the past both experimentally and numerically. The injection pressure is 1,500 [bar] and the 
ambient pressure is 60 [bar] with a fuel temperature of 363 K inside the injector. Pure n-dodecane is 
used as fluid in order to have a precise specification of the physical properties. Although both 
experiments and simulations showed no cavitation for completely open needle at fixed position, recent 
studies demonstrated that phase-change of the liquid can appear during the needle closing phase. 
Cavitation erosion prone locations are then evaluated by recording the maximum intensity of pressure 
on the surface. 
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Introduction 
Gradually stricter emissions regulations challenged the design of Diesel engines in the last decades.  
In the late 90s the common rail injection system has been introduced in the automotive field. The usage of a common 
high pressure rail and electronically controlled injectors allows to decouple the injection time and the injection 
pressure leading to a high flexibility in controlling the fuel injection. A pre-injection (also known as pilot) can be 
adopted before the main injection or multiple shorter injections can substitute the single injection. The usage of 
multiple injections is today a well consolidated approach to reduce the generation of NOx and soot from the 
combustion, as well as engine noise and vibrations. The adoption of electronic control units allows to map different 
injection strategies depending on the operation points (e.g. temperature, throttle and speed) of the engines. An 
optimization process can then be run on each operation point to obtain the best injection strategy. This process can be 
automated with validated numerical models of the injection, spray and combustion processes. Even though 
computationally more expensive compared to one-dimensional models, numerical approaches based on multi-phase 
3-dimensional Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) are able to provide useful information about the underlying 
physics of the phenomena. The aim of this study is to obtain a Large Eddy Simulation (LES) of the injector internal 
flow during an entire pilot injection event. The understanding of the fluid dynamics during a pilot injection can be 
very useful for the understanding of any short time injection event. The “Spray A” case from the Engine Combustion 
Network (ECN) described in [1], [2] is used as test case for the presented study thanks to the availability of detailed 
description of the geometry, fluid properties and operation conditions as well as extensive experimental data. In [3] 
the LES methodology was used to present the main flow dynamics aspects during the start and end of injection of 
“Spray A”. The simulations were obtained with a pressure based solver with a cavitation model based on 
thermodynamic equilibrium combined with a relaxation time. The needle lift profile was however approximated as 
linear in both the start and end of injection. In [4] a density-based solver with a cavitation model based on 
thermodynamic equilibrium and LES assumptions was applied to the main injection of a 9-hole injector with a realistic 
needle-lift profile. Two different designs of an injector showing erosive cavitation were instead simulated in [5]. A 
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tunable cavitation model based on single bubble dynamic was applied on a pressure-based solver in order to reduce 
the presence of negative pressure. 
The present work exploits the pressure-based commercial solver FIRE to numerically resolve a three-phase flow 
[6]. Implicit time integration is adopted, thus avoiding stability constraints on the time step. Liquid phase 
compressibility is considered with a linearized equation of state and slip velocities between the phases are neglected.  
Numerical model 
The current numerical approach models a system with three-phases: liquid, vapor and air. The volume fraction of each 
phase is transported by a corresponding volume fraction equation but single pressure and velocity fields for the mixture 
are computed (homogeneous mixture hypothesis). The system is supposed to be isothermal at the temperature of 90º 
[C]. The effect of high temperature outside the nozzle is neglected in the current study, and the spray simulation is 
beyond the aim of this work. The SIMPLE algorithm is used to solve the pressure-velocity coupling. In the current 
study the Coherent Structure Model is applied as closure for solving LES as proposed in [7]. A second order 
differencing scheme is used for the convection terms of the momentum equation. A blending factor of 0.95 with the 
upwind scheme avoids numerical oscillations. Time derivatives are also obtained with a second order accurate three 
time level scheme. For further details about the simulation methodology the reader is referred to [6], [8]. 
In the current approach the cavitation phenomenon is modeled by introducing a mass source term in the liquid and 
vapor continuity equations. The current model is based on the hypothesis of monodispersed vapor bubbles distribution 
and on single bubble dynamics considerations. The mass transfer between liquid and vapor is supposed to be the sum 
of the contribution of a certain number of bubbles behaving identically. The bubbles growth or collapse is computed 
for a representative bubble size with a simplified version of Rayleigh-Plesset equation, neglecting the acceleration 
term and the effects of viscosity, temperature and non-condensable gas [9], [10]. The mass transfer term is modeled 
as: 
𝛤 = − 𝜌𝑣  𝑁 4𝜋𝑅
2 ?̇? =  ± 𝜌𝑣 𝑁 4𝜋𝑅
2  √
|𝑝 − 𝑝𝑣|
𝜌𝑙
  
In the presented Equation 𝛤 indicates the mass source applied to the liquid continuity equation, 𝜌𝑣 and 𝜌𝑣 are vapor 
and liquid densities respectively, 𝑝 is the local pressure and 𝑝𝑣 is the vapor pressure. The vapor bubbles number 
density is expressed with 𝑁, while the characteristic bubble dimension and dynamic are represented by an average 
radius, 𝑅, and its time derivate, ?̇?. Local pressure values below the vapor pressure leads the evaporation of liquid, thus 
the negative sign is taken. Oppositely, pressure higher than vapor pressure causes the vapor to condensate back into 
liquid, so positive mass source. The same mass source is added to the vapor mass conservation equation, but with 
opposite sign. The presented single bubble dynamics models do not satisfy a priori the thermodynamic equilibrium, 
and a finite relaxation time is required for the phase-change to happen depending on the mass transfer and time step. 
In the current model the mass transfer is tuned with a single parameter, similarly to [5], in order to obtain physically 
acceptable thermodynamic states. The bubble number density, 𝑁, is then artificially increased to higher values than 
experimental measurements. The usage of these higher values aims to model the cavitation process to lay between the 
thermodynamic equilibrium state and the Rayleigh-Plesset equation solution. Furthermore the usage of an artificially 
increased number density accelerates the condensation process, leading to the formation of pressure waves that can 
be linked to a cavitation erosion mechanism. In this work a bubble number density value of 1018 [m-3] is adopted. 
The used liquid is n-dodecane and the fluid properties are extracted from [11]. The liquid is treated as weakly 
compressible with a constant speed of sound of 1336 [m/s] and a reference density at 1 [bar] of 704.2 [kg/m3]. The 
vapor phase is considered incompressible and the properties are computed at the saturation pressure of 1,276 [Pa]. 
The air is also treated as incompressible with a density of 57.6 [kg/m3]. The n-dodecane viscosity is obtained from a 
linear fit of the experimental data presented in [11]. The derived formulation is: 𝜇(𝑝) = 0.493 + 0.009 𝑝, being 𝑝 the 
pressure expressed in [MPa] and 𝜇 the molecular dynamic viscosity expressed in [mPa s]. The viscosity of vapor and 
air are taken constants with values of 5.23 and 18.24 [𝜇Pa s] respectively. 
Simulations are initialized with air at low pressure in the nozzle, sac and discharge volume, while with high pressurized 
liquid in the remaining upstream region. Constant pressures of 1,500 [bar] at the inlet and 60 [bar] at the outlet of the 
discharge volume are imposed over the entire injection period. Considering a pure liquid flow, the Bernoulli velocity 
of 640 [m/s] corresponds to a Reynolds number of 80,000 and a Mach number of 0.48 for the liquid. The needle lift 
is obtained from the experiments presented in [2], however for the pilot injection with a duration of 300 [𝜇s], the 
ascending and descending profiles are joined at maximum needle lift of 120 [𝜇m]. The geometry is obtained from X-
ray tomography as it refers to “Spray A” of the ECN database with serial number 210677. Two meshes with different 
resolutions were created, depending on the simulation target: a coarse mesh of 330,000 cells, with characteristic length 
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inside the nozzle of 10 [𝜇m] and a fine mesh of 15 million cells, with characteristic length inside the nozzle of 2.5 
[𝜇m] and first cell height close to the wall of 0.11 [𝜇m]. For the coarse mesh a time step of 20 [𝜇s] (CFL=1,000) is 
adopted while for the fine mesh a value of 0.004 [𝜇s] (CFL=0.8) is used. 
Results 
Main and pilot injections are compared in Figure 1. The mass flow through the nozzle hole obtained from the 
simulations is compared with the experimental measurements for the main injection together with the needle lift profile 
(Figure 1(a)). For the pilot injection event only the simulation mass flow is presented with the corresponding used 
needle lift (Figure 1(b)). Due to the available computational budget, the coarse mesh is firstly used for the main 
injection to validate the simulation methodology while the fine mesh is used for the pilot injection to obtain a more 
detailed flow description. It has to be noticed that the flow for high values of needle lift is generally quasi-steady, 
while the most of unsteady phenomena happens at the start and end of the injection. While experimental values are 
available for the needle lift of the main injection, data do not exist for a pilot injection. Results show a small delay 
time of 20 [μs] from the needle opening to the actual start of the injection (a reference mass flow of 2 [g/s] is 
considered) in both pilot and main injection events due to the time required for the fuel to fill the sac and the nozzle. 
Oscillations in the mass flow are clearly visible in the experimental results for the main injection. In the simulation 
one fluctuation is present at the beginning, however this is damped immediately and the mass flow remains constant 
over the rest of the injection probably due to the very large time step. The error for the average mass flows is in the 
order of 5%. In the pilot injection, higher frequency fluctuations are visible with a period in the order of 20 [μs] that 
corresponds with the lift profile time discretization. This shows that the fine simulation is strongly affected by changes 
in the needle velocity. A relation between needle velocity oscillations and mass flow is also visible in the experiments 
presented in [2]. 
 
Figure 1(a)          Figure 1(b) 
Figure 1 – Main and pilot injection events: needle lift profiles (red circles) and simulations mass flow (continuous black line) for both pilot and 
main injections and experimental mass flow (blue dashed line) for the main injection only. 
The injector flow does not show cavitation during the start and central injection periods, however the highly dynamic 
flow during the closing phase can lead to cavitation. At the end of injection, the needle touches the seat leading to a 
sudden flow blockage. During the simulations this phenomenon was modeled by decoupling the high pressure region 
(above the needle touching point) with the rest of the domain. The main flow characteristics modeled with the fine 
mesh are shown in Figure 2. The high momentum of the liquid causes a pressure decrease as soon as the upstream 
flow stops. Vapor is first generated at the nozzle inlet, where the flow velocity is the highest due to the presence of a 
recirculation zone, and then convected downstream (Figure 2(a)). The long cavity is then disintegrated into smaller 
cavities that interact within each other and with the surrounding flow, significantly increasing the turbulent structures 
in the flow (Figure 2(b)). A pressure wave causing sudden condensation close to the nozzle inlet and moving upstream 
is also visible in Figure 2(b), dividing the laminar vapor cavity from the collapsing turbulent one. The collapses close 
to the nozzle inlet lead to pressure peaks on the walls and more vapor cavities appear then inside the sac (Figure 2(c)). 
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The big vapor cavities in the sac collapse as soon as the pressure is recovered, generating values of pressure on the 
surrounding walls up to 5,000 [bar] (Figure 2(d)). 
 
Figure 2(a)     Figure 2(b) 
 
Figure 2(c)     Figure 2(d) 
Figure 2 – Flow fields at different instants after the needle touches the wall. Y-cut of the velocity field, iso-surface at 0.9 of the vapor volume 
fraction in blue and iso-lines at 3,500 [bar] (red) and 5,000 [bar] (blue) of the recorded pressure peaks on the walls.  
Conclusion 
The results of a Large Eddy Simulation during an entire pilot injection of the “Spray A” is presented. The needle lift 
profile is extracted from the experiments and mass flow results are shown. The model validation was obtained from a 
main injection event simulated on a coarser mesh in order to reduce the computational cost. Even if no cavitation 
appears during the steady injection phase, vapor formation appears after the needle touches the seat. Using the fine 
mesh, very high values of pressure peaks are recorded on the sac and nozzle walls due to the violent collapse of vapor 
cavities. 
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